
TEHRAN: Tensions between Iran and the United States
have been steadily escalating for months. After a US
strike killed a top Iranian commander last week and Iran
launched retaliation strikes yesterday, here is a review:

Terror blacklist  
On April 8, 2019 Washington declares Iran’s elite

Revolutionary Guard Corps a “terrorist” group. Its Quds
Force, which operates abroad, is also put on the black-
list. On May 5, White House national security adviser
John Bolton announces the deployment of an aircraft
carrier and a bomber task force to the Middle East.

Nuclear accord unravels 
On May 8, a year after Washington unilaterally

withdrew from an international 2015 deal curbing
Iran’s nuclear program and reimposed sanctions,
Tehran warns it is prepared to resume nuclear activity.
Trump announces new measures against Iran’s steel
and mining sectors.

Attacks on ships 
On May 12, four ships, including three oil tankers,

are damaged in mysterious attacks in the Gulf that the
United States blames on Iran. On May 25, the United
States says it is deploying 1,500 additional troops to
the Middle East to counter “credible threats” from
Iran. Two tankers, Norwegian and Japanese, come
under attack in the Gulf of Oman on June 13.
Washington, London and Riyadh blame Iran, which
denies involvement.

US drone shot down 
Iran’s Revolutionary Guard says on June 20 it shot

down a US drone that violated Iranian airspace near
the Strait of Hormuz. Trump approves a retaliatory
strike, but cancels it at the last minute. On June 24,
Trump announces “hard-hitting” financial sanctions on
Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and
senior Iranian military leaders. On July 18, Trump says
the US military took down an Iranian drone that came
dangerously close to one of its naval vessels in the
Strait of Hormuz. On July 1, Iran announces it has
breached a cap on its uranium enrichment set out in
the 2015 deal.

Saudi oil attack 
On September 14, aerial attacks claimed by

Yemen’s Iran-backed Huthi rebels spark fires at two
major Saudi oil facilities. Tehran is accused by the
United States and other powers of being responsible
but denies involvement. On September 20, Trump
announces “the highest sanctions ever imposed on a
country”, hitting Iran’s central bank. On November 7,
Tehran resumes uranium enrichment at its under-
ground Fordo plant-its fourth walk-back from the
2015 nuclear accord.

US backs protesters 
Iran is furious when the US expresses support for

protesters who take to the streets on November 15
after a fuel price hike.  The White House condemns
Iran for using “lethal force” in the days of violence,
which reportedly leaves scores dead. Iran’s foreign
ministry criticizes “American economic terrorism”.

US strike kills commander 
On December 29, the United States carries out air

strikes against bases of a pro-Iran group in Iraq,
killing at least 25 fighters. The strikes are in retaliation
for rocket attacks against US interests in Iraq, includ-
ing one in which a US civilian contractor is killed on
December 27. On December 31, pro-Iran protesters
storm the US embassy compound in Baghdad
expressing fury over the strikes. Trump warns Tehran
it could “pay a very big price”. — AFP
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Iraq pro-Iran factions ramp up threats to US 

Re-elected Venezuela 
oppn leader 
calls for protests
CARACAS: Venezuela opposition leader Juan Guaido
called Tuesday for three days of protests against
President Nicolas Maduro, hours after he was sworn in
for another term as National Assembly speaker follow-
ing a standoff with the armed forces. Guaido was barred
from entering the assembly by the National Guard for
around half an hour in dramatic and chaotic scenes,
while a rival claimant to the speaker’s post occupied the
chair. “It’s time to stand up and to stand up with force,”
Guaido said later during a press conference.

“We will mobilize for street protests on Thursday
and Friday, and on Saturday we will all be in the
streets.” Guaido, self-appointed acting president of
Venezuela, leads the opposition to leftist Maduro,
who remains in power despite Guaido’s year-long
effort to oust the man he calls a “usurper.” The
National Assembly legislature is the only branch of
government in opposition hands, and Guaido’s hold-
ing of the speaker’s post is important for continuation
of his struggle with Maduro. Guaido is backed by the
United States and more than 50 other countries but,
despite Venezuela’s economic collapse, Maduro
appears entrenched with crucial support from the
armed forces. He is also backed by China, Russia and
Cuba. “Here we are, showing our face,” Guaido said,
taking his seat in the assembly after rival claimant
Luis Parra and pro-government lawmakers left.

Lawmakers sang the national anthem but electricity
to the chamber was cut off, leaving deputies to use
flashlights on their mobile phones. Guaido then raised
his right hand and took the oath of office for another
term as leader of the assembly. Earlier, dozens of
National Guard troops wearing helmets and carrying
riot shields blocked Guaido from entering the building.

“These are not barracks!” Guaido shouted. Some
of his allies and members of the press were also
blocked from getting inside. The opposition said on
Twitter that four lawmakers were injured by “regime
minions.” Parra, an opposition legislator accused of
corruption, had declared himself speaker on Sunday
after the armed forces had prevented Guaido from
entering the building. Guaido had declared Sunday
that he was re-elected to his post after holding a leg-
islative session alongside loyal deputies at the offices
of a pro-opposition newspaper. Crisis-hit Venezuela
has been in political turmoil since last January when
Guaido used his position as speaker to declare him-
self acting president in a direct challenge to the
authority of Maduro. — AFP

Puerto Rico 
inches back 
to normal 
after earthquake 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico: Puerto Rico’s power grid crept
back to service yesterday after it was shut down entirely
as a safety measure on Tuesday amid a storm of earth-
quakes including the most powerful to strike the
Caribbean island in 102 years. The temblers including one
of magnitude 6.4 killed at least one person and flattened
homes across the southern coast, provoking a state of
emergency on the island of 3 million people and the acti-
vation of the National Guard.

Nearly 500,000 customers had service yesterday
morning, up from 100,000 the night before, and the island
was generating about 542 megawatts of electricity, the
power authority AEE said, still short of the demand of
some 2,000 megawatts. The large Costa Sur plant suffered
severe damage and remained out of service, though

Governor Wanda Vazquez said on Tuesday power should
be restored to most of the island within 48 hours provided
there were no more earthquakes.

Puerto Ricans endured lengthy power outages in 2017
following devastating Hurricane Maria, one of a series of
natural and man-made disasters to afflict the U.S. territory
in recent years. The island is also going through bankrupt-

cy and its former governor resigned amid a political scan-
dal and massive street protests last year. Vazquez ordered
schools and other public offices closed while emergency
responders searched crumpled buildings for possible vic-
tims and engineers inspected others for safety.

Some Puerto Ricans in the hard-hit south of the island
moved beds outside on Tuesday night and slept outdoors,
fearful their homes would crumble if another earthquake
hit, Vazquez said.

Hundreds of quakes have touched the island, including
10 of magnitude 4 or greater, since December 28, the US
Geological Survey said. Around 750 people spent the
night in shelters in southern towns hit hardest, the govern-
ment reported. Bottled water, batteries and flashlights ran
low at supermarkets in the capital San Juan and long lines
formed outside gas stations. Backup generators kept the
city’s international airport functioning. Puerto Ricans are
used to dealing with hurricanes but powerful quakes are
rare. “There’s a lot of uncertainty, this is the first time this
has happened to us,” said Patricia Alonso, 48, who lost
power and water at her home and headed to her mother’s
apartment building with her 13-year-old son as it had a
generator.

The U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) said on Tuesday that aid had been made available
for earthquake response efforts. — Reuters 

Two firemen survey a collapsed building after an earthquake
hit the island in Guanica, Puerto Rico on Tuesday.  — AFP

Four killed in 
car bombing 
near Somalia 
parliament
MOGADISHU: At least four people were killed and 10
wounded when a car bomb exploded close to a check-
point near Somalia’s parliament in the capital Mogadishu
yesterday, police said. A plume of thick black smoke was
seen over the city and witnesses said a number of vehi-
cles were on fire.

Islamist group Al-Shabaab claimed the attack, after a
spike in activity in recent days by the Al-Qaeda linked
group which has seen it inflict mass casualties in Somalia
and attack a US military base in Kenya. “Explosives were
packed in a vehicle which the security forces think was
trying to pass through the checkpoint but because he
could not do that, the suicide bomber detonated it,” said
police officer Adan Abdullahi. “Initial reports we have
received indicate four people were killed and more than 10
others were wounded in the blast.”

‘There was chaos’ 
Abdirahman Mohamed, who was at a nearby grocery

store when the blast occurred, said he saw several dead
bodies. “I saw the dead bodies of several people some of
them killed by shrapnel inside their vehicles. There was
chaos... and ambulances reached the scene soon after

the blast ,” he said. Shamso Ali , another witness,
described “smoke and chaos along the road, the blast
was very heavy”. 

“Thanks to God I was a distance away but I saw the
smoke and several vehicles caught on fire,” he said.

Mogadishu is regularly hit by attacks by Al-Shabaab,
which has fought for more than a decade to topple the
Somali government. The powerful blast comes after Al-
Shabaab claimed a massive car bombing in Mogadishu on
December 28 that killed 81 people.

The attack hit a busy checkpoint in the southwest of
the city, leaving vehicles charred and twisted at a cross-
roads in the deadliest assault in two years in the Horn of
Africa country. Scores more were wounded. Al-Shabaab
has also managed to expand its network in the region,
especially in Kenya which has suffered several devastating
attacks in retaliation for it sending troops into Somalia in
2011.  On Sunday, three US citizens died and several air-
craft and military vehicles were destroyed when Al-
Shabaab stormed a military base in Kenya’s coastal Lamu
region. Also Sunday, just hours after the attack, police
arrested three men who tried to force their way into a
British military training camp in the central Kenyan town of
Nanyuki. The Al-Qaeda-linked group has in the past car-
ried out bloody sieges against civilians in Kenya, such as
the upmarket Westgate Mall in 2013 and Garissa
University in 2015. The uptick in attacks comes almost a
year since the January 15 siege on an upscale Nairobi
hotel which left 21 people dead.

In recent statements, Al-Shabaab has referred to an
increase in US military air strikes under President Donald
Trump, accusing Washington of killing innocent civilians.
AFRICOM said in April it had killed more than 800 people
in 110 strikes in Somalia since April 2017. — AFP

MOGADISHU: People start cleaning debris at the site where a car bomb exploded near the Somali parliament
in Mogadishu, Somalia, yesterday. — AFP

NOCOSIA: Cyprus said yesterday it had accepted a US
request to station a rapid response team on the island in
case American diplomatic personnel or civilians need to be
evacuated amid rising US-Iranian tensions. Cyprus “gave
its consent for the temporary stationing in Cyprus of a
rapid response unit whose task will be to evacuate US
diplomatic missions to the region, as well as US citizens, if
necessary,” said government spokesman Kyriacos
Koushos.

He stressed that the request was accepted “for exclu-
sively humanitarian operations”. Koushos said the request
was made through the US embassy in Nicosia. “It has been
a longstanding practice for the Republic of Cyprus to pro-
vide facilities for humanitarian operations on the basis of
requests from third countries.

“We will continue to do so as a factor of stability and
security in the region... thus taking advantage of our geo-
graphical location as well as our excellent relations with all
the states of the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle
East,” he added. The request came after Iran fired a volley
of missiles yesterday at Iraqi bases housing US and other
foreign troops, the Islamic republic’s first action in its
promised revenge for the US killing of a top Iranian gener-
al in Iraq last week. Ties between Washington and the
island’s internationally recognized government have grown
of late-last month Washington lifted a 1987 arms embargo
on Cyprus as a sign of warmer relations.

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo had been due to
visit Cyprus on Tuesday but postponed an Asian tour due
to the tensions with Iran. A former British colony, Cyprus
hosts two sovereign British military bases. The island has
been divided since 1974 when Turkey occupied its north-
ern third in response to a Greek Cypriot coup engineered
by the military junta then ruling in Athens seeking union
with Greece.

Turkey has since maintained up to 35,000 troops in the
breakaway north. The United States imposed an embargo

on the full island in 1987 with an aim to prevent an arms
race and encourage a peaceful settlement between the
Greek majority and Turkish minority. Critics say the step
has been counterproductive by forcing Cyprus to seek
other partners while Turkey, a NATO member, has sta-
tioned forces in northern Cyprus since the invasion.

US officials have been concerned that the ban has
brought EU member Cyprus closer to Russia, with the
island in 2015 signing off on an access deal to its ports.
Under the new act, the United States will still restrict cer-
tain sensitive technologies to Cyprus unless the US certi-
fies that the island is denying Russia military vessels port
access for refuelling and servicing. In 2006, Cyprus was
used as a ‘safe haven’ to evacuate nearly 60,000 civilians
from Lebanon in the largest operation of its kind since
World War II.

Meanwhile, a top commander in Iraq’s Hashed Al-
Shaabi paramilitary network said yesterday it was time for
an “Iraqi response” to a US drone strike that killed the
network’s deputy chief.

“That response will be no less than the size of the
Iranian response. That is a promise,” Qais Al-Khazali, a
hardline Hashed commander, threatened in a tweet.  Iran
launched missiles at Iraqi bases housing US troops early
yesterday in retaliation for last week’s US drone strike that
killed senior Iranian commander Qasem Soleimani and
Hashed deputy chief Abu Mahdi Al-Muhandis.

The Hashed had already vowed it would retaliate but
ramped up its threats after Tehran’s missile strikes.
Harakat Al-Nujaba, a hardline faction within the network,
thanked Iran for its attack.

“To American soldiers: Do not close your eyes.
Revenge for the martyr Muhandis is coming at the hands
of Iraqis-until the last soldier among you leaves,” it said.
On Tuesday, Nujaba head Akram al-Kaabi said pro-Iran
groups had further unified their ranks to respond to the
US.  “The International Resistance Regiments have been

formed in order to execute a harsh, deliberate response to
the American terrorist forces,” Kaabi said.  His deputy had
earlier called for an urgent meeting to unite anti-American

forces across Iraq.  “We will wage a war against the
American presence in all parts of the region that we can
reach,” said Nasr Al-Shammary. —AFP

BASRA: An Iraqi student holds a placard that reads in Arabic: “If you don’t worry about your country, then
you’re a burden on it.. my loyalty is to Iraq”, during ongoing anti-government demonstrations in the
southern city of Basra yesterday, shouting slogans against turning Iraq into a battleground. — AFP


